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Centerline Logistics’ Tug Tows Three
Dead Ships to San Francisco, California

Tug BOB FRANCO stern view. Photo courtesy of Brad Kroon.
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work for Campbell Towing. After a few trips,
I crewed up as a still green deckhand on the
tug IAN C for a voyage to Bristol Bay with
a Northland Barge – we would be working
freight for the summer. Scott soon became
one of my favorite shipmates based on his
witty comments and good spirits that always
seemed to keep me laughing. His humor and
good spirits certainly helped make the time go
by on the long summer voyage.

Scott Turner holding his retirement gift from the DALE R LINDSEY
crew after finishing his last hitch with Centerline Logistics.

Scott Turner Retirement Letter

D

ecember 2020 marks the end of Captain
Scott Turner’s maritime career. Scott
crewed up for the first time on the tug
BENGAL TIGER for Seeley Corporation in
1987 in southeast Alaska. His first Captain
was Capt. Garri Ferguson. I spoke with both
Scott and Garri and found some good humor
regarding the “green horn from Kansas” and
“My First Captain”. While both stories differed
in interpretations, I found myself laughing as
they both shared memories of each other. It
wasn’t too long until Scott became a mate
and filled in as Captain when the need was
presented.
I met Scott in 1995 not long after I went to

I remember that year I needed a haircut and
Scott graciously volunteered to help me out.
With some electric clippers he gave me a close
cut and then followed up with some shaving
cream, a cheap razor, and copious amounts of
toilet paper to stem the bleeding, I had a bald
head. The following day of working freight
in Naknek for 15 hours, I now had a blistered
sun burnt bald head. The following year I was
asked to join the crew again for the voyage and
once again Scott was O/B. As before, Scott was
a champion of ship morale, providing his brand
of entertainment for the crew.
A few years went by and I ran into Scott at
Silver Bay Logging. He was sailing aboard the
Silver Bay VI with another ex OTB Captain,
Allen Hall. While we were dealing with a
sinking chip barge in Carroll Inlet, just south
of Ketchikan, Scott expressed his need for a
haircut and I offered to help him with the task.
I think he had some reservations letting me
give him a trim and rightfully so. He had a bald
head and he was paid back accordingly.
Scott made his career working in Alaska.
I hadn’t seen him for quite some time as
companies changed over the years. I ran into
Scott outside of Crawford’s Nautical School
in the mid 2000’s where he was upgrading his
license. We had some chuckles and shared sea
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ATB unit DALE R LINDSEY and PETRO MARINER anchored near Murphy’s Landing in the
Tongass Narrows. Photo courtesy of Dustin Safranek, Ketchikan Daily News.

ATB tug, DALE R. LINDSEY, and barge,
PETRO MARINER, anchored outside of
Wrangell, Alaska maneuvering out of
the notch to make up alongside for their
approach into Centerline’s Wrangell dock.
Photo courtesy of Austin Coleman.

stories as sailors do, for old times’ sake. Scott had been
working for Sea Coast Transportation on the SE Alaska
Fuel run when K Sea Transportation bought out Sea
Coast. It wasn’t long after that that K Sea sold out to
Kirby Transportation.
When Olympic Tug and Barge took over the southeast
Alaska run, Scott and most of the crew became
members of Olympic Tug and Barge. Scott brought
knowledge and security to the run for OTB and the
customer alike. Scott has hundreds of trips through SE
Alaska and has worked these waters as a professional
mariner for nearly three decades. He has been a mentor
and friend for mariners young and old. He has stood
hundreds, possibly even thousands, of professional
watches during all types of weather and sea conditions
while others rested safely in their bunks. Scott will be
missed for his good humor and cheerfully cantankerous
disposition.
Congratulations, Scott; to a successful career and
hopefully an even better retirement!
Very Respectfully,

Captain Mike Coleman

ATB unit, DALE R LINDSEY and PETRO
MARINER, transiting through the Gastineau
Channel in Jeneau, Alaska.
Photos courtesy of Justin Martinez.
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After achieving his lifelong goal,
Centerline’s Chief Engineer, Steve
Tucker, donated a kidney to
someone in need. We are so lucky to
have Steve on our team these past
four years. Read the story Virginia
Mason wrote about him below:
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had developed in his kidneys and had become enlarged,
diminishing kidney function over time. He and Wendy are
both interested in civic causes on Bainbridge Island and
their paths crossed often. When Wendy learned DC needed
a kidney she felt compelled to investigate the donation
process and eventually decided to donate.

challenge of a paired kidney exchange. Transplant surgeons
Nick Cowan, MD, and Jared Brandenberger, MD, operated,
first on DC and Steve, then a week later on Wendy and
Debbie.
“I felt a thousand times better immediately,” DC recalls.

Because the transplants occurred locally, as opposed to
implanting a kidney that had been transported from another
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on the waiting list.” Because Wendy’s kidney was donated
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altruistically (without expectation), his kidney was essentially
looking for a home. Thankfully, that was me.”

Paired Donor Kidney Exchange —
Realizing a Life Goal

remembers.

JAMIE RENEA’s state of the art firefighting equipment in use.

suffered from polycystic kidney disease. Clusters of cysts
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Centerline’s tug Z-FIVE with the USAV SSGT ROBERT T. KURODA (LSV-7) in Alameda, CA. Photo courtesy of Nicklas Gardner.

Centerline Logistics’ Tug Tows Three Dead Ships to
San Francisco, California
By Dan Morrison, VP of West Coast Marine Operations

Centerline Logistics was awarded three dead
ship tows to San Francisco, California. Two
of the vessels were towed from Tacoma,
Washington, and the third one was towed
from Port Hueneme, California. Centerline’s
tug, PACIFIC FLACON, towed the USAV SSGT
ROBERT T. KUDORA (LSV-7) from Tacoma,
Washington to Alameda, California.
Once they arrived to Alameda, the tug JAMIE
RENEA latched up to the stern of the LSV-7,
and the PACIFIC FALCON released control of it.
The JAMIE RENEA, along with the tug Z-FIVE
towed the LSV to the turning basin. At the
turning basin, the tugs released the LSV-7, and

Tug Z-FIVE sailing next to the LSV-7.

the tug Z-FIVE put a line up on the bow of it
and piloted to the Bay Ship & Yacht Co. dock in
Alameda.
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Tug PACIFIC FALCON towing the LSV-7.

Tug JAMIE RENEA at the stern of the LSV-7.

We would like to give a big thank you to our
Sales and Chartering Manager, Jennifer
Beckman, for the all the work, dedication, and
consistent follow-ups with the customer to get
the needed information for the dead ship tow.
We would also like to thank and acknowledge
our amazing Captain Jason Pearson, who did
all three tows. Captain Pearson and his crew
did all the prep-work setting up the tows to
safely make the voyages. Captain Pearson
worked dilligently with the customer to ensure
safe and timely voyages. Thank you to the
entire crew for safely and successfully towing
three dead vessels to their final destination in
San Francisco Bay.
Thank you, to all that were involved.

Tug JAMIE RENEA assiting tug Z-FIVE with the LSV-7.
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COVID Response
By Jenn Campbell, Senior HSE Manager - Regulatory Programs

The COVID 19 pandemic has brought unprecedented
challenges for 2020. With the latest rise in cases, Centerline
Logistics’ top priority remains the safety and health of our
employees and their families. We are constantly monitoring
both current and anticipated impacts to our employees
and customers, and we are also continually evaluating our
response efforts related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
In line with recommendations from federal and state agencies
as well as our industry partners such as AWO, some of the
steps we have taken in response to the pandemic are:

Temperature check station for employees to check their
temperature as they walk into our office.

Throughout our buildings, posters have been put up
with helpful information regarding COVID, cleaning and
disinfecting, as well as ways to take care of yourself.

• Activating an internal COVID-19 task force
consisting of personnel throughout the company to
address risks and logistical challenges associated
with the pandemic.
• Implementing scalable testing protocols to address
any possible exposures.
• Adjusting our crewing procedures to reduce the
necessity for crew travel, and utilizing local crew
members as much as possible.
• Requiring employees who do travel to wear PPE.
• Implementing sanitizing protocols to fully sanitize
the vessel at every crew change.
• Amending our procedures for pre-work conferences
to allow for social distancing.
• Requiring PPE to be worn whenever social
distancing is not possible or practicable.
• Distributing personal protective gear, including face
masks, to all Centerline employees.
• Restructuring office operations to allow shorebased employees to work from home.

We are grateful to our employees who have continued working
over the last several months. During these strange times,
as we continue to operate and await the lessening of the
pandemic risk and finally getting back to normal, we will
continue to remain vigilant to keep our employees and their
families safe and healthy.
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Who has the best singing voice?
Captain Jeff Johnson.
Group dinner of choice?
Taco Tuesdays
Best pizza topping?
Dijorno
Bacon or sausage?
Bacon

Left to right: Captain Jeff J., Engineer Jonathan N., Mate Mark K., and Deckhand Steven J.

Centerline Logistics’

OLYMPIC SCOUT Crew
How long has each member
worked for the company?
Jeff Johnson 4.5 years,
Jonathan New 4.5 years,
Mark Karuza 3 years,
Steven Johnson 3 years,

Would you rather be working on
the boat during the summer or
winter season?
We would rather work on the
boat all winter so that we
could have summers off.

What is your favorite part of
working on the boat?
The time off and the lack of
repetition.

What is your favorite place to visit
on the boat while crewed up?
The galley!

Coolest animal seen on a job?
A lot of whales in the North
Sound and salmon jumping.
Best song to jam to on the boat?
Classical music.
Coffee or tea?
Coffee

Bagels or muffins?
Muffins
Best breakfast on the boat?
Cereal or leftovers.
Who’s the best cook on the boat?
Stephen Johnson makes
a pretty good chili with
cornbread.

Pepsi or Coke?
Diet Coke
Hard or soft-shell taco?
Soft-shell taco
What is your favorite movie or
show to watch as a crew?
Star Trek
What do you miss the most when
you’re crewed up?
We miss our pets.
How has COVID impacted
working on a vessel with a crew?
Even more isolated. Selfconscious of others and
ourselves. More cautious.
What’s one piece of advice
you could pass on to a new
crewmember?
Be aware, stay focused, keep
your mouth shut, and your
ears open.
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Tug JAMIE RENEA transiting through the San Francisco Bay headed back to
dock after completing a ship assist job.

Tugs Z-THREE and Z-FIVE assisting Evergreen Line’s container ship, EVER
LOYAL, as she delivers imported goods in the Port of Oakland.

Tugs JAMIE RENEA AND Z-FOUR assisting container ship ONE STORK in the
San Francisco Bay.

Tug JAMIE RENEA, assisting container ship COLOMBO EXPRESS in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

Available Opportunity in
the San Francisco Bay Area
We have an available position for a Port
Mechanic in the San Francisco Bay.
To apply to this, and other available
positions, visit us online by clicking here
here..
Tug Z-FOUR, assisting a ship in the San Francisco Bay.
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Centerline’s Northern California tugs, Z-FIVE and Z-FOUR assisting container
ship OAKLAND EXPRESS in the San Francisco Bay.

Centerline’s Northern California tugs, Z-FIVE and Z-FOUR assisting container
ship HYUNDAI FORCE in the San Francisco Bay.
All photos courtesy of Pablo Fernicola.
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Close up shot of Centerline’s tug Z-FOUR transiting through the San Francisco Bay. Photos courtesy of Pablo Fernicola.

A Day in the Life of a Ship Assist Captain
By Benjamin Ostroff, Operations Manager

M

ariners in general are a different breed
of people, coming from all walks of
life and all around the world. We are
an integral part of the worldwide supply
chain, like truckers or railway workers.
The commercial vessels that comprise the
worldwide fleet can be well over 1000’ (305m)
all the way down to the smaller ship assist
vessels which range from 80-105’ (24-32m).

to stay away from other vessels, even going
miles out of their way to effect a safe passage,
not ship assist tugs. These specially designed
vessels are maneuvered under the bow flare of
ships, under the counter of the stern rake, and
bow to bow running backwards ahead of the
giant ships in order to assist the ship safely
to the dock and so the cargo can continue its
journey.

Today I’d like to take you through the day of a
ship assist Captain. Being a ship assist Captain
takes special skill and harden nerves. Most
mariners on a navigational watch are taught

All of this takes skill, concentration, and
steady nerves; unfortunately, that’s not
the only duties of the Captain. They have to
maintain the vessel, ensure there is proper
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nourishment, enough rest time, tend to the
morale of the crew, and make it to the ever
changing jobs assigned by the dispatchers.
Typically, the morning starts around 0230
when they get underway for their first
assignment. There are three morning jobs on
this particular day, 0300, 0400, and 0630.
Two ships coming into port and one leaving.
Once those jobs are completed, it’s back to
the home dock for breakfast and other duties.
The problem is that the schedule of a ship

and getting underway to help the distressed
vessel. Once on scene, the ship assist tug,
guided by the Captain of the ship or a Bar
Pilot, helps control the large container ship
and avoid any other negative situations.
Once that ship is secured, the Captain has
to complete the evening work assigned by
dispatch. Today, they have to get the two ships
that come in this morning turned around and
headed back out to sea. One of these ships is
over 1200’ (366m) long and can’t turn around
in the narrow channel where it is moored.
With the guidance of a Bar Pilot, the ship
is maneuvered to the turning basin. This

Tug Z-FOUR transiting through the San Francisco Bay headed back to dock.

assist vessel is always changing. The Captain
usually receives 4-5 different sets of orders
in a day and has to balance rest/work hours,
maintenance of the vessel, meal times, drills,
training, planned maintenance, and regulatory
obligations.
One minute they could be servicing a main
engine, thinking that they have plenty of
time to complete the task and get some rest
before the evening work; then the call from
dispatch comes in. The schedule has changed,
there is a ship in the bay that has lost its main
engine and needs assistance now. With the
Captains leadership, the crew quickly change
plans, putting the main engine back in service

Tug Z-FOUR transiting through the San Francisco Bay headed back to dock.

particular turning basin is only 1500’ (457m)
wide. The Bar Pilot slows the ship and orders
one tug to pull the stern of the ship and the
other tug to push the bow around. The bow tug
has to get the 100’ (30m) tug under the giant
flare of the ship and push right on the tip of
the ship while the stern tug pulls the stern
around, essentially turning the ship on a dime
Now that those ships are safely on their way
to the next port, the Captain and crew can eat,
relax, and get some rest before it all happens
again tomorrow.
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Tugs Z-3 and Z-5 assisting container ship ONE COLUMBA do a 180 degree turn in the Port of Oakland’s turning basin as she heads out to sea.
Photos courtesy of Benjamin Ostroff.

Tug Z-THREE Gets New Environmentally-Friendly Engines
By Benjamin Ostroff, Operations Manager

Tug Z-THREE is currently in dry dock
getting all of her engines changed for more
environmentally-friendly ones. When she was
drydocked, the tanks under the engine were
full of fuel, so those had to be cleaned, and gas
freed so the heat from cutting and welding steel
didn’t end up in disaster.

The main engines first need to be hoisted off
their platform and secured in midair. The “plug”
or part of the vessel, including tanks and hull,
are cut out under it and slowly lowered to the
ground. Once the plug is out of the way, the
main engine can be lowered and removed; the
same is done with the other side.

Precise measurements need to be done to cut
through the tanks and hull of the vessel. Safety
is always our top priority, and moving tons
of steel is delicate work, so planning out this
evolution is key.

Both auxiliary engines and gen sets are removed
through the holes made for the main engines, as
well as both box coolers, then put back in place
in the reverse order. The expected completion
date of this project is late January 2021.
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ATB unit, tug ONECURE and barge ZIDELL MARINE 277 leaving Anacortes, Washington
heading north to Alaska. Photos courtesy of Keith Rogers.

ATB (Articulated Tug & Barge) unit BILL
GOBEL and fully loaded ALL ABOARD FOR
A CURE headed southbound through Puget
Sound waters on their way to another ship
delivery in Tacoma.
Photos courtesy of Keith Rogers.
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Wishing you a joyful holiday
season and a happy new year

TODD E PROPHET

Anchorage, Alaska
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ATB Unit BARRY SILVERTON & FIGHT ALS
This winter, Centerline’s east coast ATB unit, tug
BARRY SILVERTON and barge FIGHT ALS, have started
moving fuel oil from New York Harbor to ports in the
Northeast including New Haven, Connecticut, Boston,
Massachusetts, and Portland, Maine.

Tug LIGHTNING docked at the Philadelphia
Navy Yard with the USS JOHN F. KENNEDY
(CV-67) in the back. Photo taken from tug
HUNTER D by Port Captain, Thomas Feeney.

ATB unit BARRY SILVERTON and FIGHT ALS inbound Cape Cod Canal at the Cape Cod Canal
Railroad Bridge.

(1) Tug HMS JUSTICE at Feeney Shipyard in
Kingston, New York where she received a
small engine tune-up, and upgraded rudder
bearings.
ATB unit BARRY SILVERTON and FIGHT ALS inbound for Quincy, Massachusetts in the
Weymouth Fore River. Photo courtesy of BARRY SILVERTON crew.

(2) Tug HMS JUSTICE on a beautiful fall day,
headed back to Centerline’s USEC home
dock from Feeney Shipyard.
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Centerline’s freshly painted tugs GYRFALCON and MILLENNIUM STAR ready for the winter season in Dutch Harbor, Alaska.

Millennium Star Crew Paint Entire Vessel
By Joe Stuart, Captain

I

’ve been told several times throughout
the years that painting is the cheapest
maintenance you can do on a boat. I’m not
100% sure that this is true, considering the
exorbitant price per gallon, especially in an
outport like Dutch Harbor.
If done regularly, thoroughly and prepped
properly, it can reveal all sorts of other
problems that would be overlooked in
a cursory examination of the vessel.
Competitive rates, schedule keeping, and
a spotless safety record are all positiveadvertising for potential customers. Good
looking, eye catching equipment is the first
thing people notice.
Our situation in Dutch Harbor is a little

different than many of Centerline’s
operations. Although we deal with assist work
for freighters, fishing vessels, the U.S. Coast
Guard, and barges among many other vessels,
our main responsibility is a couple of weekly
container ships. Often times we do not deal
with the hectic schedule encountered by other
Centerline subsidiaries.
The weather is our main adversary. We have to
take risks to get things done. We may not see
the sun for days, which is fine as long as there
is no rain involved. No one wants to expend
the effort and expense of rolling out gray deck
paint or blue rails, only to have a squall blow
through and leave behind a speckled boat.
We take pride in our boats, and want them to
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look their best. The smallest details can make a big
impression. A relatively short painting season and a
four-person crew necessitate that everyone does their
part. As long as regular responsibilities are taken care
of, it is not an uncommon sight to see Cook, Mate,
Engineer, and Captain brandishing sanders, grinders,
tape, rollers and brushes, side by side on deck.
Luckily, we had a pretty dry spring and were able to get
a head start on prep work. We burned through a lot of
sandpaper, which is the best way to knock out yearsworth of runs. The better the preparation, the better
the final results. We get paid not only to do the jobs,
but to take care of the equipment.
We don’t put out the effort to solicit compliments, but
it’s nice to hear positive comments from the people we
come in contact with. Winter is here, so now it’s time to
start on the interior. Engine rooms need love too.

Tug LELA JOY and barge INVESTIGATOR
transiting through the North Pacific Ocean
by Kuiu Island.
Photo courtesy of Justin Martinez.

Thumbs Up
I would like to take a moment
to recognize the crew of the
MILLENNIUM STAR.
Captain Joe Stuart and his crew
went above and beyond last
summer, when they painted the
entire vessel – a very difficult task,
given the weather in Dutch Harbor
is not always so favorable.
Their efforts and hard work are
worth pointing out. A big thank you
to all involved.
Keep up the good work.
- Chris Iszler, Captain, and Regional
General Manager

Tug MILLENNIUM STAR with her previous paint transiting through Puget Sound waters.
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Tug BOB FRANCO off of Nikiski, Alaska by
Marathon. Photo courtesy of Port Captain,
Casey Desiderio.

Thumbs Up
I would like to give a thumbs up to
a recently hired employee.
While I haven’t met him in person
or worked on the boat with him, I’ve
assisted Captain Dave Mountford
as he’s handled the tug ANN T.
CHERAMIE with the barge 65
ROSES in and around Seattle, WA in
recent days.
Over the radio his demeanor is
nothing but professional, calm and
courteous, and his boat handling
skills have been very good. I feel
Centerline scored a big win in
landing Captain Mountford.
Keep it up Dave!
- Todd Johnston, Captain
Tug CF CAMPBELL after departing Feeney Shipyard, on her way to the Hudson
River for sea trials. The CF CAMPBELL visited Feeney’s Shipyard for her five-year
drydocking, and to have an upper wheelhouse installed. While she was there, she
also had new tow wire installed. Photos courtesy of Kevin Oldenburg.
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Northern California
Photo courtesy of Pablo Fernicola
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Centerline’s East Coast barges in the New York Harbor by the Statue of Liberty. Photo courtesy of Nick Santillo.

Centerline Supplies Fuel to Power New York City Generators
By Nick Santillo, Barge Captain

This is Centerline Logistics’ fifth year
working with an energey plant that provides
electric, gas, and steam services to more
than 10 million people who live in New York
and Westchester County.
In the winter, temperatures drop below
freezing and nor’easters (a macro-scale
extratropical cyclone in the western North
Atlantic Ocean) and blizzards attack the
great city of New York. When this happens,
the residents and industries need to consume
larger quantities of energy.
Our equipment and mariners brave the subzero temperatures and fierce elements to

provide the much-needed energy to run the
largest and busiest city in all of America.
Our Centerline crew that consists of
tankermen, Richard Brockaway,
Brockaway, Nick
Santillo,, and Eric Hayes,
Santillo
Hayes, supply the fuel to
operate the power generators to heat and
manage New York City, from Central Park to
Lower Manhattan.
We operate from the first day of December
2020, until the thirty-first day of March 2020
at the 59th Street Station.
Thank you to our crew for all their hardwork
in ensuring fuel is always delivered safely.
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Brookly Bridge, New York
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Barge HMS 2604 in Portland, Oregon, loaded
at max safe fill of MGO and MFO, going to
discharge to five different ships.

Thumbs Up
I would like to take a moment to say
that my crew has been great these
last few months.
Recently we hired new crew
members and had an exciting new
management change. Everyone has
pulled together as a team to keep
operations running smoothly and
without any incidents.
Our experienced employees
did a great job training the new
employees and making sure they
knew all our company policies and
procedures. We continue to be a
hardworking, efficient, and safe
team.
Keep up the great work folks!
- Phil Jordan, Port Engineer
Tug GRIZZLY and barge HMS 2604 bunkering hospital ship USNS MERCY on an
early morning in Portland, Oregon. The USNS MERCY has been at the frontline of
the Coronavirus pandemic since March 2020. Photos courtesy of Adam Churchill.
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Bacon or sausage?
Both
Pepsi or Coke?
Dr. Pepper
Hard-shell or soft-shell taco?
Both
Best pizza topping?
Cheese, Italian sausage, and
peperoni.

Centerline Logistics’

RAYMOND BUTLER Crew
How long has each member
worked for the company?
Pete Costello 6.2 years,
Mikheil Doroffev 3 years,
Lewis Pierce 2.5 years,
Jerome Gill 6 months
What is your favorite part of
working on the boat?
Outstanding conversations
about important topics.
Would you rather be working on
the boat during the summer or
winter season?
Neither, we prefer spring or
fall seasons.
Coolest animal seen on a job?
A seahorse
Who has the best singing voice?

Who is the best cook, and what’s
their best dish?
Captain Lewis is the best cook on
the boat.

Captain Lewis
Best song to jam to on the boat?
Up Around the Bend by
Creedence Clearwater Revival

Group dinner of choice?
Captain Lew’s homemade pan
pizza!

What is your favorite place to visit
on the boat while crewed up?
The Galley

What do you miss the most when
you’re crewed up?
Our families and friends.

Which crewmember snores the
loudest?
Pete

How has COVID impacted working
on a vessel with a crew?
Most of the impact is at home,
limited things and places to go.

Best breakfast on the boat?
Waffles with pecans, and bacon
and avocado.
Coffee or tea?
Both
Bagels or muffins?
Bagels

What is your favorite movie or show
to watch as a crew?
Yellowstone (2018, show)
What’s one piece of advice
you could pass on to a new
crewmember?
Invest your money wisely.
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ATB unit MIN ZIDELL and ALL ABOARD FOR
A CURE with Mt. Baker in the background.
Tug BOB FRANCO docked in Homer, Alaska.

Stowaway on barge ALL ABOARD FOR A
CURE in San Francisco, California.
Tug BOB FRANCO rescuing a barge that lost it’s mooring in Nikiski Bay, Alaska.

BOB FRANCO Rescues a Barge
By Brad Kroon, Alaska Operations Manager

We would like to commend Captain Conrad Shinn and
the crew of the tug BOB FRANCO for safely rescuing a
barge that lost its mooring line in Nikiski Bay in Alaska,
due to adverse weather in October.
ATB unit, tug TODD E. PROPHET and barge
EDWARD ITTA, docked at Port of Alaska
Anchorage 3.

The crew were able to successfully have a headline
sent to shore, and pulled the barge to deep water and
safely towed it to Homer for assessment as increasing
winds returned to the area.

Virtual Care, Anywhere.

Cold & Flu

Your health is our priority.

Cold & Flu Facts

Shorter days, longer nights, and chilly
weather all mean one thing—cold and
ﬂu season is here. The good news is, so
are the Board Certiﬁed doctors and
pediatricians at MDLIVE. We’re ready
24/7/365 to help diagnose and treat
your cold and ﬂu symptoms.

What’s the diﬀerence between the
common cold and the ﬂu? In general,
the ﬂu is worse than the common
cold, and symptoms such as fever,
body aches, extreme tiredness and
dry cough are more common and
intense. Colds are usually milder than
the ﬂu. People with colds are more
likely to have a runny or stuﬀy nose.

Think you may have
a cold or the flu?
Our doctors and pediatricians are here
to help anytime, day or night. Call us at
1-877-596-8826 or visit us online at
MDLIVE.com/RGA

Cold and ﬂu information courtesy of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: cdc.gov/ﬂu/about/qa/coldﬂu.htm

Download the App
Doctor visits are easier and more convenient with
the MDLIVE App. Be prepared. Download today.

Virtual Care,
Anywhere.

MDLIVE.com/RGA

1-877-596-8826

MDLIVE does not replace the primary care physician. MDLIVE is not an insurance product nor a prescription fulﬁllment warehouse. MDLIVE operates subject to state regulation and
may not be available in certain states. MDLIVE does not guarantee that a prescription will be written. MDLIVE does not prescribe DEA controlled substances, non-therapeutic drugs
and certain other drugs which may be harmful because of their potential for abuse. MDLIVE physicians reserve the right to deny care for potential misuse of services. MDLIVE phone
consultations are available 24/7/365, while video consultations are available during the hours of 7 am to 9 pm 7 days a week or by scheduled availability. MDLIVE and the MDLIVE logo
are registered trademarks of MDLIVE, Inc. and may not be used without written permission. For complete terms of use visit www.mdlive.com/pages/terms.html 010113
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Recipes From Our Crews

Recipe provided by Patty Pulver

Asian Chicken Wings

The BOB FRANCO crew cooked up a delicious Thanksgiving dinner aboard
the tug to enjoy together while crewed up.

Easy Pecan [puh-KHAN] Pie
Recipe provided by Captain JD Watson
2 Deep Dish 9” pie shells
1 16oz. bottle light KARO Syrup
2 Cups Sugar
6 Eggs

2 tsp. Vanilla Extract
4 Tbsp. Melted Butter
2 Cups Chopped Pecans

Preheat Oven to 375 degrees. Stir all ingredients together,
except pecans. After all ingredients are mixed, stir in
chopped pecans. Pour mixture evenly into the pie shells.
Bake for about 50 to 55 minutes. Cool on a cooling rack
before cutting. Enjoy!

4 lbs. chicken wings
1/4 c. olive oil
2 1/2 t. salt, divided
2 t. pepper, divided
1/2 c. honey
2 T. soy sauce

1 t. Worcestershire sauce
Juice of 1 lime
Zest of 2 limes
2 cloves garlic, finely minced
1 T. fresh cilantro, chopped
2 t. red pepper flakes

c. = cup, T. = tablespoon, t. = teaspoon
Place wings on an aluminum foil-lined 15”xl0” jelly-roll
pan. Drizzle wings with oil and toss to coat; sprinkle with
1-1/2 teaspoons salt and one teaspoon pepper. Bake at 400
degrees for
50 minutes; do not turn. Remove from oven. Using tongs,
carefully
lift wings from foil. Stir together remaining salt, pepper
and other ingredients. Drizzle 1/3 cup of sauce mixture
over hot wings and toss to coat. Serve remainder
separately for dipping. Makes 2-1/2 to 3 dozen.
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Napa Cabbage Kimchi
Split cabbage into quarters lengthwise. Rinse with
fresh water and sprinkle kosher salt between each
leaf. Allow to sit for 1 ½ hours while turning every
thirty minutes.
Mix rice flour and water in a saucepan and cook over
low/med heat, stirring constantly until it bubbles
(about 10 minutes). Stir in sugar and cook for an
additional couple minutes. Remove porridge from
heat and let cool to room temperature.
Rinse all the salt from the cabbage, drain well,
and cut the quarters into 1” chunks. I use a salad
spinner to help drain as much liquid as I can from
the cabbage.
Justin Martinez showing off his kimchi making skills. Justin is one of the lead
tankermen aboard the ATB tug DALE R LINDSEY. He is a highly motivated
tankerman with a penchant for fine foods.

This recipe makes about 8 pounds or 12ish-wide
mouth pint jars worth of kimchi.
Ingredients:
6 lbs. Napa Cabbage (2 large or 3-4 small heads)
¾ c. kosher salt
3 T. glutinous rice flour (I’ve substituted
cornstarch with good results)
2 ½ c. water
2 T. sugar
20 cloves fresh garlic, minced
(about ½ c. total)
2 t. minced fresh ginger
1 small white onion, minced
½ c. fish sauce (or ½ c oyster sauce if
you don’t like the fishiness)
1 ½ c. Korean hot pepper flakes (gochu-garu) or
4-6 T. crushed red pepper flakes
2 large carrots cut into matchsticks or shredded works too
14 Green onions, cleaned, cut into 1” pieces
c. = cup, T. = tablespoon, t. = teaspoon

Mix cooled porridge, garlic, ginger, white onion,
fish or oyster sauce, hot pepper flakes, carrots, and
green onions together. This is call Kimchi paste (go
ahead taste it…it’s pretty good as is). Feel free to
add more chile peppers at this point if you want a
hotter kimchi.
Mix together the drained and chopped cabbage with
the Kimchi paste. When it’s well blended, start
stuffing your kimchi into clean wide mouth
pint jars. I boil my jars for 10-15 minutes
to sanitize them just to be safe. Also, I
leave about ½” of room on the top of
each jar for room to expand during
the fermentation process.
Screw the sanitized lids on tight and
set your jars on a paper towel lined
sheet pan to ferment. Leave in a warm
(65-ish degrees) area for 2-5 days. Check
them daily; the lids will bulge up and the
jars will build some pressure. Once the lids are
pretty hard or have started to buckle (I usually have
a couple buckle), transfer all jars to the fridge. This
will stop the fermentation process. It will be ready
to eat in about a week and should keep for several
months in the fridge.
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Centerline Logistics
in the News
Click on any of the headlines beow to be directed to the
article featuring Centerline Logistics.

Tugging Along
October 24, 2020

Towboat Fleets Modernised in
Newbuilding Bonanza
October 20, 2020

It’s a long commute: Tugboat captain
works in the Bay Area and lives in
landlocked Arizona
November 28, 2020

Local Man Captains Tug in S.F.
October 24, 2020

Do you like us?
Click on any of the social icons below to follow us.

Photo courtesy of Pablo Fernicola.

Getting A Flu Vaccine Is
More Important Than Ever
The flu vaccine is more important than ever
during 2020-2021 to protect yourself and the
people around you from the flu, and to help
reduce the strain on healthcare systems
responding to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Do I need a flu vaccine?

When should I get a flu vaccine?

Flu vaccines are recommended for everyone
ages 6 months and older every year with rare
exceptions by the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC).

You should get a flu vaccine before flu viruses
begins spreading in your community, since it
takes about two weeks after vaccination for
antibodies to develop in the body and provide
protection against the flu. Make plans to get
vaccinated now, before flu season begins. The
CDC recommends that people get a flu vaccine
by the end of October.

Is it safe for pregnant woman and those
with chronic health conditions?
Flu vaccines are recommended and approved
for use in pregnant women and people with
certain chronic health conditions. Speak with
your healthcare provider before getting a flu
vaccine if you have concerns.

How often do I need a flu vaccine?
Flu vaccines are needed annually and are
generally covered as free preventive care. Many
pharmacies make getting a flu shot fast, easy,
and convenient with online flu shot appointment
scheduling.

Find a location near you that’s currently administering flu vaccine
using the CDC’s Vaccine Finder: https://vaccinefinder.org/
If you have questions or want to find out if your flu vaccine is covered by your plan, contact
our Customer Care Team. We’re open 6AM – 6PM PT, Monday-Friday at 1-866-738-3924.
For information specific to COVID-19, visit our website, www.accessrga.com, and the following resources.
https://www.benefits.gov/help/faq/Coronavirus-resources
https://mhanational.org/covid19
https://nami.org/Support-Education/NAMI-HelpLine/COVID-19-Information-and-Resources

www.accessrga.com
HEPCFVRW-09222020
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In Case You Missed Them on Instagram:

Barge NATHAN SCHMIDT bunkering
container ship, SM MUMBAI, in the Port of
Seattle with the Seattle skyline in the back.

Barge LOREN EADES bunkering a ship at
Marcus Hook Anchorage on the Delaware
River as the sun begins to set.

24 hours a day, 365 days a year, Centerline
is working to get goods docked so they can
make their way to your local shops.

ATB (Articulated Tug and Barge) unit
BARRY SILVERTON and FIGHTS ALS
anchored in Gravesend Bay anchorage
in New York Harbor with the VerrazzanoNarrows Bridge in the background.
Happy Halloween from Centerline
Logistics. Have a safe and fun spooky
Halloween weekend!

Tug MILLENNIUM DAWN towing barge
OLYMPIC SPIRIT off Port Angeles
outbound for sea.

Scenic wheelhouse view from ATB tug,
TODD E PROPHET, in Haines, AK. The ATB
unit TODD E PROPHET and EDWARD ITTA
have had a busy year transporting a variety
of petroleum products in Alaska.

Tug STARDUST with her loaded barge
outbound of the Houston Ship Channel in
Houston, Texas to bunker ships that are
headed out to their next port of destination.

Tug HMS JUSTICE at Feeney Shipyard
where she’s receiving a small engine tuneup, and upgraded rudder bearings.
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@centerlinelogisticscorp

Tug CF CAMPBELL at Feeney Shipyard in
Kingston, New York where she is having her
upper wheelhouse installed.

Tug Z-FIVE performing emergency loss
of steering drills in Oakland Inner Harbor.
Centerline is continually sharpening our
crews’ skills with drills, on-the-job training,
online training modules, and so much more
so they can be equipped for any job.

Barge ANNE ELIZABETH being docked
at Lind Marine Inc. for her five-year ABS
Load Line renewal. All daylight is being
blocked by a smoky orange sky due to the
smoke from recent wildfires.

Centerline’s tug, BOB FRANCO, sporting
her new fendering, moored at Deep
Water Dock in Homer, Alaska.

The country is counting on the maritime
industry to keep vital commerce moving
during COVID.
At Centerline, we’ve been able to fulfill
our essential role in helping keep
commerce moving; this means keeping
your store shelves stocked, and having a
secure and reliable food and fuel supply
nationwide.
In order for us to keep the maritime
workforce healthy, we must continue to
stay safe at work, and also at home.

Centerline’s loaded ATB unit, BILL GOBEL
and OneDREAM, transiting San Francisco
Bay Area waters through fog and smoke to
their next ship delivery.

Click here to watch AWO members’
message to the maritime industry,
including our very own Captain Todd
Johnston featured at 2:54.

Tug CE and bunker barge DR. BONNIE W
RAMSEY transiting Puget Sound waters
on their way to another ship delivery in
Tacoma, maintaining their reputation as
one of the busiest bunker barges on the
west coast.
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